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SPACES ARE THE NOISES YOU CAN SEE 

The tale of a mutant audotirium 
 
 
Nowadays, cities have been converted into simple containers of individuals, overshadowing the person, forgetting 
what really is themeaning of A PERSON as well as its necessities/needs, losing its quality of living organism to 
become something artificial, designes for economies not for societies. 
 
Two-dimensional cities whose soundtracks are the cars; where we mythify the sustainable development installed in 
our arrogant unsustainable growth. But there is still hope. 
 
To this end, a system is created and tested, in one of the most dense areas of Madrid, that is capable of moving to 
other parts of the city, activating them as “urban acupuncture”, a temporary system that returns the protagonism to 
music and musicians, through a stage space, whose urabn legacy once disassembled is a lung for the citadel. 
 
Music is the common ground for all the different species of people prawling around the city. A common ground with 
“defined parameters”, so to say static. Thus everything around it mutates, an endless number of perceptions within 
a single point of the space, braving space as a set. 
The disused plot becomes part of the public life/space extending the street, creating a route within it, a SOMATIC 
tour. 
 
The project was born from the design of an acoustic element based on the art of origami which, while maintaining 
the same triangular modules, can be adapted to different acoustic and spatial needs thanks to its flexibility and 
mutability. 
 
I design what I call "acoustic flowers", formed by the acoustic control system, the origami, and its supporting 
structure, that allows to create individual spaces of rehearsal or recording, or collective spaces when one or more 
Acoustic Flowers work together to create a sound-scape. The sectorization of these spaces is done through acoustic 
fabrics, some translucent that allow, as in a Chinese shadow theater, that vegetation and architecture become part 
of the scenography. Rising the curtain, the music and musician become part of the collective space. 
 
These acoustic flowers appear in the garden as another element, like another species, and around them grows the 
vegetable garden and architecture. There are two types of garden: the exterior, a garden of native plants, and the 
interior. In both cases, the characteristics of the plants, their needs and their decontamination capacity, as well as 
their pictorical qualities, were taken into account. 
 
It is proposed an architecture that is not obvious, that doesnt create a visual barrier, but rather grows and fades with 
nature, so we dont percieve a building but a landscape, creating a visual filter from and to the street, showing or 
bluring the interior, through the use of different technical skins, thought to function as the human skin, with 
different porosity, properties and qualities depending on their role, technical and visual. 
 
All the instalation ducts are perimetral, leaving the living and vegetation spacefree. Inside the irrigation system and 
sprayers and outside the air conditioning and ventilation system to avoid any noise inside the enclosure. 
 
There is a major emphasis in the use of DECONTAMINANT MATERIALS. The outer skin, EFTE, as much as the interior, 
THESOTHERM+AEROGEL, encapsulate in its composition TITANIUM DIOXIDE, TiO2, a component that not only 
decontaminates but also increases durability of materials. The party walls are painted with a golden pigmentation, 
also with Titanium Dioxide, creatin a lung within the city. 
 
Those forgotten places of Madrid are the disjointed notes of symphony, creating a score we will be able to change 
the city soundtrack. 
 


